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#stayhome & make cocktails

Mixology Glass
€13

Martini Glass
€10

Cast Away Terracotta Glass
€50 (set of 2)

Copper Mule Glass
€33

Bambu Glass
€27

Margarita Glass
€13

#stayhome & make cocktails

Matrioska
black
€76

Matrioska
bronze
€76

Matrioska
gold
€76

Matrioska
stone-washed
€50

Matrioska by KnIndustrie, a cocktail shaker that resembles a
matryoshka nesting doll in three different metallic finishes,
our drink became a pleasant journey in time.
Material:Aluminum Size:18 x 9 cm

Gourmet Box Cocktail
1 Matrioska Gold &4Lime Line gold glasses
€180

Happy Hour: A Cocktail Card Game
€25

#stayhome & become a wine expert

€14
About:
A companion volume to The Philosophy of Beards
and The Philosophy of Coffee , this witty history of wine – its cultivation and enjoyment
– sheds light on the rich traditions of wine
from around the world. An apt gift for oenophiles everywhere, it includes chapters on the
development of wine production – from casks to
bottles and from feet to presses – as well as
tracing the global shift of wine production
from traditional wine-producing regions to
emerging wine exporters. With a selective focus on unexpected facts and lesser-known characters connected with wine, from the Greek god
of wine, to the monks who created Champagne
and the first wine smugglers, this gift edition
explores the historical influences that have
shaped our drinking taste. It even comments
on the effect of global warming, and where the
story of wine might be going next

€27
About:
In this entertaining, informative, and thoroughly
unconventional wine guide, award-winning sommelier, winemaker, and wine educator André Mack presents readers with the 99 bottles that have most
impacted his life.Instead of just pairing wines
with foods, Mack pairs practical information with
personal stories, offering up recommendations
alongside reflections on being one of the only
African-Americans to ever work at the top level of the American wine industry. The 99 bottles
range from highly accessible commercial wines to
the most rarefied Bordeaux on the wine list at The
French Laundry, and each bottle offers readers
something to learn about wine. This window into
Mack’s life combines a maverick’s perspective on
the wine industry with an insider’s advice on navigating wine lists, purchasing wine, and drinking
more diverse and interesting selections at home.
99 Bottles is a one-of-a-kind exploration of wine
culture today from a true trailblazer.

€42
About:
As a budding photographer and oenophile in the
1940s, Fred Lyon surveyed the wine photography of the day and thought, "I can do better
than that!" What followed was a seven-decade
adventure that took him to the world's great
wine regions—to French châteaux, the verdant
slopes of Chile, and the picturesque wineries
of Italy, Greece, Portugal, and beyond — always
returning to the breathtaking Napa and Sonoma
vineyards that lie just over the bridge from his
San Francisco home. Lyon's keen eye illuminates
moments both grand and intimate that define the
world of winemaking: families turning out for
the harvest, a horse pulling a sled of freshly
picked grapes, a midmorning workers' break to
enjoy bread and cheese. Vineyards is a delightful gift for wine lovers, foodies, and armchair
travelers.

